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Yarn 

The cowl can be worked using one strand of Aran / 

Worsted weight yarn, such as Erika Knight’s Wild Wool. 

However, you may like to consider holding together two 

strands of DK weight yarn or even three strands of 

fingering weight yarn, which could provide you with 

some fantastic marling / fading colour possibilities.  

This is a straight-forward, beginner-friendly cowl that allows anyone to produce a stylish Winter-wardrobe staple. The 

cowl is worked in the round – which, for a new knitter, provides a great opportunity to develop and refine knitting 

tension – and then seamed once your desired length is reached.  The cowl can be worked in one strand of Aran-weight 

yarn, but also see below for some other stash-busting options.   

Yardage 

Approximately 340m of yarn is required to complete 

the cowl.   

   Resilience Cowl   U N W I N D 

Gauge 

Using 5mm / US size 8 circular needles, or needle size required to meet gauge, 18 stitches over 26 rounds in stockinette stitch, wet 

blocked, creates a 4x4” square.  

 

Sizing Guide 

Assuming you are meeting gauge, the pattern will produce a cowl of 

~9” in depth and ~26” in length.  

Tools 

5mm / US size 8 circular needles 

tapestry needle 

scrap yarn if using provisional cast on 

5mm crochet hook if using provisional cast on 

second set of 5mm / US size 8 circular needles may 

be preferred if using provisional cast on 

Abbreviations 

K - knit   Rnd / R - round  CO – cast on 

St/sts – stitch/stitches BO – bind off  
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Pattern Instructions  

This tubular cowl is worked in the round. Two cast on options are included, depending on the finish you wish to achieve and the skill 

level you feel comfortable with. Once desired length is reached, the two ends are joined using kitchener stitch.  

Cast On 

CO 84 sts onto circular needles, or number of sts to achieve desired 

cowl depth, following the guidance below: 

Beginner: use a long-tail cast on. (Sling-shot method is 

recommended.) Once 84 sts are CO, join in the rnd, referring to the 

guidance to the right to assist you if need be. 

Advanced: use a provisional cast on. Crochet a chain of ~90 sts 

using scrap yarn and 5mm / US size H-8, then use this chain to CO 

the required sts. Join in the rnd. 

R1-164: Work in the round, knitting every stitch (this is called stockinette) for 164 rnds / 25”, or until 1” less than desired length is 

reached, bearing in mind that the length is likely to increase when the cowl is wet blocked.  

Finishing 

Leaving the sts on your needles, wet block your cowl and lay flat to dry. Once completely dry, measure the cowl and add or remove rnds 

as required to achieve desired length. Suggested length is 26”, which would require an additional 6 rnds to be worked based on the 

given gauge. Return to the cast on edge and sew the cast on tail into the inside of the cowl using duplicate stitch on the wrong (purl) 

side. Repeat this process with any yarn ends on the inside of the cowl.  

Beginner: once you are happy with the length, bind off the sts in the rnd. Once all sts are bound off, cut your yarn, leaving a tail that is 

approximately three times the circumference of your BO edge. Use this tail to seam the CO and BO edges together, using kitchener 

stitch. Once all the stitches have been seamed together, sew over the top of the next 5 or 6 sts in duplicate stitch (on the right / knit 

side) to secure the yarn, then push the needle and yarn through the middle of the cowl and out to the other side, pulling the tail of yarn 

through and then cutting the remaining yarn close to the cowl so that the end will disappear inside the garment.  

Advanced: once you are happy with the length, prepare to graft the ends together using kitchener stitch. Cut the yarn to leave a tail that 

is approximately three times the length of the circumference of your live sts. You can unzip the provisional cast on and slip the cast on 

stitches onto a second set of circular needles, or you may feel happy about unzipping the provisional cast on as you work. Graft the 

stitches together using kitchener stitch. Once all the stitches have been grafted, sew over the next 5 of 6 sts in duplicate stitch to secure 

the yarn, then push the needle and yarn through the middle of the cowl and out to the other side, pulling the tail of yarn through and 

then cutting the remaining yarn close to the cowl so that the end will disappear inside the garment.  

Joining in the Round 

If you find that you often have a gap or loose stitches where 

you have joined in the round, it is recommended that you try 

the following tip:  

Cast on one extra st than the CO instructions recommend, 

then, when you are ready to start working in the round, slip 

the first st of your rnd from the LN to the RN. Then slip the 

extra CO st over the first st, pulling on the yarn tails to 

secure, then return your first st to the LN.  

Contact 

Do you have a question or comment about this pattern? Please get in contact at unwind_knitwear@outlook.com 

For more Unwind Knitwear patterns, please visit our Ravelry pattern page. 

Join in the chat, news and KALs on Unwind Knitwear’s Ravelry Group. 

Follow along via our Instagram account at unwind_knitwear 

https://www.purlsoho.com/create/long-tail-cast-on/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=purl+soho+joining+in+the+round&view=detail&mid=5D10C57620B399DF30025D10C57620B399DF3002&FORM=VIRE
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/provisional-cast-on/
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/weaving-in-your-ends/
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/weaving-in-your-ends/
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/basic-bind-off/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hgeRGdn2zI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hgeRGdn2zI
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/weaving-in-your-ends/
mailto:unwind_knitwear@outlook.com
https://www.ravelry.com/designers/unwind-knitwear
https://www.ravelry.com/groups/unwind-knitwear
https://www.instagram.com/unwind_knitwear/

